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Volume 4 Number 1 of the Australian: Rangeland Journal is about to
go to press with the grand total of three papers and two short
contributions. Surely the Society membership can do better than that!
Contributions are needed for all the categories that the journal
handles and these include scientific papers, short communications,
articles and thesis summaries. Where are all you 'publish or perish'
people - let's hear from you before the Journal does a perish.
Contributions are not restricted to Society Members so how about
spreading the word.
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EDITORIAL
Well, thanks to you all, we have "big mobs" of reading matter in
this issue - and that is always a pleasing situation for any panicky
editor.
We start off with the President's report and potted versions of
the proceedings of the last Council Meeting and the Annual G~neral
Meeting, held in Alice Springs on May 28, 1982. Welcome to the new
"junta" - President Bill Low, Vice-President Ray Perry, Secretary Ken
Shaw and Treaurer Gary Bastin.
Look out for the notice advertising a Symposium entitled "Ecology
of the Wet-Dry Tropics" to be held in Darwin in May 1983 by the
Ecological Society of Australia. This body is keen for members of
A.R.S. to participate and contribute.
As you know, the heavies all made it to Broken Hill in May this
year for the Australian Conservation Foundation's Focus on Australia's
Arid Lands Conference. We have feature articles from Graham Harrington
and Bruce Alchin which suggest that the conference was a very worthwhile
exercise indeed, with much "meeting of the minds" and a willingness to
share knowledge and ideas. It also seems to have highlighted those
things that we do know, and also things that we don't.
Finally, please note the membership form in this issue -and use
it to introduce a newcomer to the delights of the A.R.S. And remember
the address for all contributions (and letter bombs) for RMN is:
Don Burnside
Department of Agriculture
P.O. Box 417
KALGOORLIE, W. A. 6430. (Ph. 090.211666)

PRESIDENT'S REPORT, MAY 1982

MARGARET FRIEDEL

In the year since the Council has been based in the Northern
Territory, a great deal has been achieved. The Third Biennial
Conference was held in Alice Springs in Sept ember 1981, and was attended
by some 110 delegates. Discussion was lively, activities were varied
and the organisers were subsequently yery happy with the response of
participants. Reports of the Conference, which I . submitted to the
Australian Rangeland Journal and the Arid Zone Newletter 1981, are due
to appear shortly.
The Second International Rangeland Congress is being organised by
an independent committee, repsnt~iv
of Commonwealth and State
bodies and Universities, and under the chairmanship of Mr. Ray Perry.
The Congress is to be held in Adelaide in May 1984. Over 200 titles
of papers have been submitted to date in response to the first circular,
and convenors have been appointed to manage all symposia. The Society
is represented on the Central Committee for the Congress by the President.
To date, $4000 has been advanced to the Committee for operating funds

m
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and Society members are taking leading parts as convenors and assistant
convenors.
The administration of the Society has been streamlined and I
believe much improved. A system of notifying unfinancial members of
their status has been developed, which culminates in a termination
notice after two reminders per the Newsletter. New members are sent a
letter of welcome and all members are sent a receipt for their subscription
payments. A statement of the Society's objectives, activities and
publications is available on request, and a detailed list of subscription
costs and publications is also available. Receipt and invoice books
incorporating the Society's logo and title were obtained with the
assistance of Mr. David Wilcox, the Society's Business Manager.
The Council met on five occasions through the year and a general
meeting of Society members was held during the Biennial Conference.
Two important issues were raised at the general meeting: one was the
amendment of the Articles of Association and the other was the desirability of the Society making submissions to inquiries. Additions to
the proposed amendments were suggested and the meeting endorsed the
proposals which are about to come before this Annual General Meeting
for a formal vote. The meeting also directed the Council to appoint a
sub-committee as necessary, to prepare submissions to inquiries on its
behalf. The council is grateful to Mr. Owen Williams for his efforts
to prepare a submission on our behalf, regarding the National Conservation
Strategy; his proposed submission will be considered by Council soon.
The Society's views were also sought by the Committee Reviewing Departmental
(DPI) Services to Western Queensland. Since the time permitted was
short, Queensland members not known to be already preparing submissions
and some other members were approached to make private submissions.
The matter was also advertised in the Newsletter.
The Range Management Newsletter has appeared four times during
the year, twice prepared by former editor Mr. Barney Foran, once by me
and most recently by our new editor Mr. Don Burnside. The Council's
thanks are due to Barney for his editorship since August 1980, and to
Don for maintaining the standard in his first Newsletter.
The Australian Rangeland Journal has maintained a high standard
but has failed to appear on time. It is a major disappointment to me
that our most important contact with non-members, including libraries
and other institutions, and with overseas subscribers, does not exhibit
the professionalism that it should. The Council, the Publications
Committee, the Editorial Committee and the Editor have all expressed
concern but the fact remains that we should be able to do better.
Nevertheless I want to thank most wholeheartedly the Publications
Committee (formerly Editorial Board) under the chairmanship of Mr. Ray
Perry, the Editorial Committee under the chairmanship of Mr. Tony
Pressland, and "the Editor Mr. Malcplm Howes and the Publications
Committee Secretary and general trouble-shooter Mrs. Helen Warrener
for their efforts. The Publications Committee has re-instituted
regular reports to Council and we have sought clarification of both
the Editor's and the Publications Committee's role. Malcolm has
provided a detailed statement of his duties which is now on record in
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our files, and the charter of the Publications Committee (including
the appointment of members) is to be submitted for endorsement at this
A.G.M., for placement on file. Similarly, a statement of the Editorial
Committee's procedures has been prepared. In this way, we have put on
record a great deal of information which is vital to the running of
the Society but which until now has been in the minds of a few longstanding members.
The Council has also acted to duplicate all minutes of meetings
and all correspondence, so that the originals and two copies of all
publications can be held in safe storage for futr~
reference. Our
Secretary, Mr. Ken Shaw, has completed the mammoth task and all material
will be lodged at the Middleback Field Centre at Middelback Station,
S.A., under the care of the Nicolson family and Dr. Bob Lange. Bob
has very generously offered to provide a fire-proof safe for the
records and we are most grateful to him.
CSIRO in Perth continues to print the Journal and the Newsletter
and we very much appreciate the co-operation given by all staff. The
Society makes considerable savings with this arrangement, and consequently
has contributed $600 as a fair share of the cost of repairs to CSIRO's
composer.
CSIRO staff in Perth are also assisting with the preparation of
an advertisement to be placed in the Journal of Range Management, the
United States equivalent to our Journal. The Council would like to
increase overseas membership or subscriptions, to enhance awareness of
Australia's rangelands.
The Broken Hill area group continues to be very active and Charleville
area members have indicated that they will soon initiate local activities.
The Adelaide Group are operating again after a quiet period.
Thanking all the people who have given assistance may seem like
an automatic obligation and it is not easy to make the thanks sound
fresh and sincere. Nevertheless, I have received the greatest cooperation whenever it has been needed and I am obliged as a result to
many people. My thanks go to my employer, CSIRO, and to my colleagues
for their contributions to the smooth running of the Society. I am
unable to mention everyone by name but I would particularly like to
thank the Secretary Mr. Ken Shaw, the Treasurer Mr. Gary Bastin and
the Subscription Secretary Ms. Vanessa Chewings for their support and
for the time that they have given to the Society. Finally, I wish Dr.
Bill Low every success in his role of President in the coming year,
and look forward to assisting him where I can.

C/- C.S.loR.O.,
P.O. Box 2111,
ALICE SPRINGS, N.T.

5750.

Vanessa Chewings,
Subscription Secretary,
Australian Rangeland Society.
Dear Miss Chewings:
I, prof./Dr./Mr./Ms.

of

(State and Country)

apply for membership of the Australian Rangeland Society and agree to be
bound by the regulations of the Society as stated in the Memorandum and
Articles of Association in existence from time to time.
I enclose $A20/25* (full membership) or $AlO/15* (partial membership for
Range Management Newsletter only) being my subscription for the year 19

Signature
Date

Date of Approval of Council
Entered in Register of Members
Date
Signed

------------------------------------- )
)
)

Signed

-------------------------------------

* Full membership outside Australia'is $A25/year.
Partial membership outside Australia is $A15/year.

)

Members of
Council
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SOCIETY BUSINESS
Notes on the 33rd Council Meeting of the Australian Rangeland Society
held in Alice Springs at 8.45 a.m. on May 28, 1982.
The meeting discussed the following points (extracted from the
minutes)
the appointment of an official archivist to the A.R.S.
A. Nicholson has been approached.
advertising the A.R.S. in the Journal of Range Management.
the preparation of a suggested Publications Committee charter
by D.G. Wilcox and R.A. Perry.
Dr. W. Low reported on the Biennial Conference Questionnaires.
Dr. M.H. Friedel agreed to approach possibly interested
members requesting establishment or revitalisation of local
branches.
(Ed.: there is more on these last to points in this issue of RMN - read
on! )
Minutes of the 7th Annual General Meeting of the Australian
Rangeland Society held in Alice Springs on Friday, May 28, 1982,
beginning at 1.30 p.m.
The meeting was chaired by the President, Dr. M. Friedel and was
attended by 9 members.
1.

Apologies - Dr. V. Squires

2.

Previous Minutes
Minutes of the 6th AGM were read.
Motion 2.1. 1.
Minutes of the 6th AGM are accepted as a true and accurate
record.
W. Low/G. Bastin

3.

President's Report
Report attached.
Motion 3.1.1.
That the President's report be accepted.
W. Low/G. Pearce

6.

4.

Treasurer's Report
The 1981 auditor's report is attached.
Treasurer's report attached.
Current financial membership is quite healthy and
approximately the level at the same time last year.
Motion 4.1.1.
That the reports be accepted.
G. Pearce/R. Purvis

5.

Motions on Notice
Dr. W. Low outlined the proposed amendments to the Articles of the
Association and the reasons for the changes. All the amendments
were accepted by the meeting. (Ed.: please contact Ken Shaw,
Hon. Sec. if you desire a copy of the amended articles. They
were originally presented to the Alice Springs Conferences in
1981 as a notice of motion for the AGM).

6.

General Business

6.1

National Conservation strategy.
Mr. O.B. Williams has prepared comments on the proposed Strategy.
The President outlined the procedures adopted by Council
under which the council will make a submission on the National
Conservation Strategy.

6.2

Publications Committee.
The Council has received an outline of a charter prepared by
the Publications Committee (formerly the Editorial Board)
and is in the process of formalising the document.
Motion 6.2.1.
That this meeting endorse in principle the suggested charter
of the Publications Committee.
W. Low/G. Bastin

6.3

1983 Biennial Conference.
The response to the recent questionnaire in the February RMN
indicated the membership strongly favoured regional conferences
or workshops rather than a National Conference in 1983.
Council will inform the membership through the RMN and will
also approach Branches and individuals in an effort to
encourage the organisatiod of local workshops or miniconferences.

6.4

Other Business.
Dr. W. Low, on behalf of the membership, thanked the President
for work undertaken during the past year.

7.

7.

Election of Office Bearers 1982-83
Dr. W. Low (present Vice President) automatically assumes the
role of President.
Mr. R.A. Perry was elected Vice President at the April/May poll.
Mr. K. Shaw present Secretary retains the position.
Mr. G. Bastin present Treasurer retains the position.

7th Annual General Meeting of the Australian Rangeland Society 28/5/82
TREASURER'S REPORT
1981 saw the consolidation of a healthy financial situation for
the Subscriptions Account. There should be no requirement to increase
either ordinary or institution subscriptions in the forseeable future.
Transfers are made to the Publications Account (located in W.A.) as
required.
Processing of both ordinary and institution subscriptions centralized
in Alice Springs in mid-1981 with creation of Subscription's Secretary
Position. This has resulted in more efficient processing of subscription
payments and the answering of enquiries.
There were 322 ordinary financial members in 1981 including 36
new members. There were 37 institutions subscribing to the Journal.
The organizing committee for the 3rd Biennial Conference in 1981
made a modest profit ($761.09). This was due to:greater attendance than would have been realistically budgeted
for;
company sponsorship which exceeded budget expectations;
considerable assistance from the N.T. Conservation Commission
in printing Conference Working Papers.
The value of remaining 3rd Biennial Conference Working Papers may
have to be discounted in the future because of very slow clearance to
members and institutions.
G. Bastin
Treasurer
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THE AUSTRALIAN RANGELANDS SOCIETY
BALANCE SHEET
AS AT 31ST DECEMBER, 1981

MEMBERS FUNDS
Balance 1st January, 1981
Surplus for the year

19,869.67
6,327.88
$26,242.55

----------------Represented by:ASSETS
Cash at bank - Subscriptions Account
- Publications Account
Investment
- Fixed Deposit Bank N.S.W.

3,488.88
372.25
10,542.34

Stock of Publications
Journals (536 at $20.00)
US/Australia Proceedings (287 at $6.00)
Working Papers - 3rd Biennial Conference
(204 at $6.00)

10,720.00
1,722.00
1,224.00
$28,069.47
=========

LIABILITIES
Sundry Creditors - Publications Account
Subscriptions in advance - Institutions

1,359.20
467.72
1,826.92

NET ASSETS

$26,242.55
==========
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
From:

John Gerritsen
Sandy Creek Road
GYMPIE, QLD. 4570.

AUSTRALIA'S INLAND BARRIER FENCES
Currently I'm attending to compile as much material as I can find
on our inland barrier fences, both historically from an economic and
social point of view and their status today.
Having worked inland for the past twenty years or so and having
managed a property adjacent to a vermin proof fence for a number of
years as well as having had a couple of books published, I propose to
visit the areas directly affected/adjacent to existing and some
former barrier fences in Qld, N.S.W., S.A. and W.A. within the next
six to eight months to attempt to get an overall view of the situation
today.
Hence I'm interested in rece1v1ng any information, possibly
firsthand/anecdotal from people on matters relating to these fences
and their management problems. Both general information from observers
and from those either directly or formerly involved e.g., doggers,
rabitters, boundary riders, inspectors or neighbours from adjacent
properties. Contributions could be yarns relating to people and
locations or incidents, observations of fence effectiveness during
seasons and pressure periods, related livestock management problems or
facts and figures for any period.
Apart from those directly involved in vermin control and associated
works all inland landholders have been affected to a greater or lesser
degree.
I know it's a problem at times to put pen to paper, but this
attempt could be the last time to put especially the human side of the
story that in many areas is fast disappearing, leaving us only with a
statistical record often in the debit column of our bureaucratic
files.
Your assistance could be vital whether it be written (no matter
how brief); suggestions as to sources of relevant local information;
or possibly relevant old photos (I'll meet the copying costs).

(Ed.:

this could be very interesting.

Please help if you can.)
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From:

Guy Robinson
Research Officer
Agricultural Research Station
GLEN INNES, N.S.W. 2370.

The letter from David Fitzgerald in RMN No.81/3 highlights the
importance of good property records from a production point of view.
Good records are invaluable from an advisory or research point of view
as well. During the 1950's Mr. J.e. Cotsell managed Shannon Vale
Nutrition Station near Glen Innes; because of the number of projects
and high stocking rate being maintained, a good record system was
essential.
The record system he developed was based on a paddock movement
chart maintained on a roll of graph paper. Paddocks are listed across
the roll while each 1/10th inch along the roll represents a day (Figure 1).
Each flock is colour coded and the number of animals entered at each
paddock change. Mt. Cotsell was able to keep track of 10-14 groups of
sheep totalling nearly 3,000 as they were moved through the 33 paddocks
that made up the 600 acre property. Besides providing a record of
stock movements the record enabled him to assess the productivity of
the paddock as a basis for future stock movements. Planned management
moves were entered in pencil while completed moves were filled in and
colour coded.

A
B

c
o
E

F
Fig. 1.

A diagramatic example of the grazing records of one mob of
sheep.

The black areas represent the mob, the letters on the left indicate
the grazing paddocks, and the dates show the time spent in each paddock.
Refinements include the use of colours for different mobs; showing
the number of sheep in each mob, and pasture content of each paddock.
While a roll of graph paper provides for continuity and easy storage
reference to older records could be somewhat inconvenient. One advantage
of metric conversion is that the system can be made more compact because
all the records for a single year can be included on a single 40 x 56 cm
sheet which is easily stored and is a more convenient reference document
to consult.
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NEWS FROM THE BROKEN HILL BRANCH
The Broken Hill Branch held its Annual General Meeting on July 10
at the University of New South Wales' Fowlers Gap Arid Zone Research
Station Open Day.
51 people attended, 20 of these being members of the Australian
Rangeland Society. There were several South Australians along. Bill
Bolton Smith has retired from "Wilangee" and did not stand for reelection. Bill was the foundation president in 1975 and has held the
president's position since then. In recognition of his magnificant
personal contribution both to the the branch and to the society, he has
been made an honorary life member of the Broken Hill Branch, and was
presented with an engraved pewter mug.
At the AGM, the following office bearers were elected:
President
Vice-President Secretary
Treasurer

Paul McClure, "Yelka"
Peter Crozier, "Tor Downs"
Roger Stanley, Soil Conservation Service
of N.S.W.
Geoff Woods, NSW Dept. of Agriculture

Committee members are:Rick Taylor
Chris Bright
Ian McDonald
Paddy Barlow

"Fowlers Gap"
"Kimberley"
"Wadnaminga"
Wild Dog Destruction Board

It was pleasing to see South Australia represented in the form of
Ian McDonald.
The other news is that there will be an informal lunch-time
meeting at the CSIRO Mallee Burning Field Day, to be held on October 6,
on "Birdwood" via Pooncarie. Two meetings are already planned for
1983 - "Water Supply in the Rangelands" Seminar on June 2 and a Short
National Park Open Day held in conjunction with the NPWS Advisory
Committee in Autumn 1983.

~

FOR YOUR DIARY
The
entitled
from May
, tropical

Ecological Society of Australia will be holding a Symposium
"Ecology of the Wet-Dry Tropics" and an Open Forum in Darwin
15 to 17, 1983. All with interests in ecology, particularly
ecology· will be welcome.
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The programme is as fo110ws:15-16 May SYMPOSIUM
ECOLOGY OF THE WET-DRY TROPICS
There has been a recent increase in ecological research in Northern
Australia. The Symposium seeks to explore pattern and process in the
biota of the Wet-Dry Tropics (annual rainfall over 600mm) in Australia.
It aims to pay particular attention to the identification of distinctive
tropical features in the following aspects:- Adaptations; Structure
and pattern of Communities; Population Ecology; Productivity;
Relationships between Species; Man and the Ecosystem (including fire,
pollution and management). The Symposium will be of interest to
terrestrial, freshwater and marine ecologists alike, and of direct
interest to those involved in management in the Tropics.
Contributions, either verbal or poster, are cordially invited. It is
intended to publish as many as possible of the papers in the Proceedings
of the Ecological Society of Australia (unless the authors request
otherwise), of which all participants will receive a copy.
17 May OPEN FORUM
The open forum is now a well-known part of the Society's activities.
Nevertheless it is stressed that papers dealing with the early stages
of projects, and papers from students studying for higher degrees, are
particularly welcome. Contributions on any aspect of ecology either
verbal or poster are cordially invited.
If you want information on contributing to either session could
you please contact:Dr. M.G. Ridpath
ESA Symposium - Forum 83
CSIRO PMB 44
WINNELLIE, N.T. 5789.
(Ed.: you better hurry, as there was a deadline of August 16, 1982
for advising Mike about contributions.)
Mike Ridpath also writes:
ft .... the organising committee would be delighted to see members
of A.R.S. enrol for the Symposium and to receive offers of titles of
papers relevant to our theme. We are very keen to focus on the topic
of the distinctive features of ecological pattern and process in the
Wet-Dry tropics. I can well believe you have members who could
contribute to that. They would need to enrol in the normal manner.
If you ask them to contact me I can send them a preliminary announcement
form. Enrolment is open to non-members. We have asked for offers of
titles by 15th August, from which we will make a final selection for
the programme with registration forms going out in October.
If we get several rangeland type offers we could place them togetherft.
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LETS HAVE A SPREE IN EIGHTY-THREE!
There are quite a few irons in the fire for ARS activities in
1983 that could do with an airing now. Firstly, just to convince you
that regional mini-conferences are popular, here are the results of
the A.R.S. Biennial Conference Questionnaire, supplied by Dr. Bill
Low.
Results from the RMN questionnaire early this year to assess the
demand for a biennial conference in 1983 showed that the majority of
members favored having a meeting, but not a biennial conference. The
preferred type of meeting was a regional, specialized mini-conference.
Ninety six completed replies were returned along with membership
renewals. The breakdown on replies was:
No meeting
Yes meeting
Other

45%
55%
3%

The yes replies were further categorized as:
Workshop
Conference
Regional Mini
Conference

26%
25%
49%

A list of topics was prepared from the suggestions.
Workshop:

(Ed.:

*

These were:

Remote sensing and pasture improvement.
Remote sensing; its role in pastoral management.
Conservation and Pastoralism.
Pasture productivity.
*
Woody weeds (Charleville option)
Range condition assessment; after 10 years.
Range degregation and management; revegetation
suggested for Broken Hill/Pt. Agusta.
Increasing textile production from rangelands.

probably something akin to the French Connection.)

Mini-Conference:
Remote sensing, pasture improvement, and overseas
developments.
Mining, tourism vs. pastoral enterprises.
Status of Australian rangelands.
Managing drough~;
grazier involvement.
Comparison of the biology of a species from
different parts of its distribution, e.g.
Mulga.
Can our rangelands continue to produce at present
rates.
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Another suggestion was that we put more effort into the meetings
taking place in the Top End of the N.T. in 1983.
Council will provide assistance where possible to regional meeting
organizers. This would be in the form of regional lists of members,
some financial assistance, and all the spiritual assistance requested.
In additions, Don Burnside will be happy to assist in promoting regional
meetings by including notices in the RMN. At this moment we are aware
of regional meetings being planned for 1983 in the Carnarvon area,
Charleville and Alice Springs. After recent suggestions in the RMN we
expect there will be other regions joining the effort to promote
better communications about rangelands.
W.A. Low
President, ARS
Further to this, Council has begun moves to promote branches and
conferences/workshops at a regional level. Margaret Friedel wrote the
following letter and sent it here and there to get the ball rolling,
but she thought it would be of interest to all members, so here it is!

Regional Activities - Some Suggestions

M.H. Friedel

The Australian Rangeland Society Council is keen to encourage the
Society's members to meet and to organise activities of mutual interest.
I have been approached on occasions by pastoralist members who whould
like to meet fellow members but don't know where to start. Those of
us in Government organisations etc. are more likely to be aware of who
belong to the ARS in our area and, what's more, are in a better position
to organise a get-together of some sort, given our organisation's
support.
I have two suggestions and you may like to make others. Would
you (and other local members) like to organise a local branch? The
Council can provide a list of members in your region or state, and you
are entitled to $2 per year, per member, to cover costs of postage
etc. All we need is a brief report of your activities, at the beginning
of each year, and of course a report in the Range Management Newsletter
is always welcome. The Broken Hill branch is very active and you may
get ideas from its reports, but I am sure that there are local issues
that you could consider. Extension activities could be a drawcard.
My second suggestion relates to the first. What about using your
fledgling "Branch" to organise a regional Conference or Workshop in
1983? You don't need a big planning group - the Alice Springs Conference
was run by a committee of five (plus helpers when the pace was hot).
Read the letters from Roger Stanley (Broken Hill) and John Morrissey
(Carnarvon) in RMN 82/2 for ideas.
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At present, we have 4 branches in various states of activity:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Adelaide - reviving after some silence.
Broken Hill - very active.
Charleville - just beginning.
New England/Northern Tablelands - inactive?

Council would be delighted to have news of other branches it has
overlooked/never heard of/otherwise maligned, and will do whatever it
can to support new branches. Please ask us, and offer suggestions,
too.
P.S. In accordance with Article 12(j) of our Articles of Association
"branches" are in fact "committees", but common usage will probably
prevail unless you do something unconstitutional!
Well, after all this consultation, cajoling and chatter, things
are moving in a number of areas.
Alice Springs
Ken Shaw said that the group in Alice Springs plan to hold a
get-together in February 1983 at Woodgreen Station.
Carnarvon
John Morrissey advises that the organ1s1ng committee for the
Gascoyne pastoral Week to be held in July 1983 is planning to include
a one day joint ARS/Pastoralists and Graziers Association Seminar.
South Australia
Helen Williams advises that the AGM of this branch resolved to
have a regional mini-conference in 1983, and that the details will be
determined by the Committee later this year.

FEATURES
A BIOLOGISTS VIEW OF THE A.C.F. FOCUS ON
AUSTRALIA'S ARID LANDS CONFERENCE - BROKEN HILL, MAY 1982
Graham Harrington
Despite fears that this conference would devolve into a slanging
match between the goodies (conservationists) and the baddies (graziers
and miners), with the uglies (researchers) wringing (or washing) their
impotent hands on the sideline, it 'didn't turn out like that at all.
That's not to say there weren't some spirited exchanges - but the
general tenor of the meeting was one of genuine enquiry as to the
status of our arid zone and what could be done to improve it, where it
was found wanting. For instance, no one proposed that the pastoral
industry should be closed down, whilst the graziers present did not
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reject the idea that they had damaged the environment and should be
subject to some control.
The only subject which got a depressingly conventional treatment,
was when the plight of Aborigines was raised. What this urgent
sociological issue had to do with the arid lands was beyond me.
The conference got off to an unsatifactory start with a partial
failure by the "experts" (me included) to describe the resource and
its status. Lay people interpreted the lack of a dogmatic approach at
this stage to an unwillingness by scientists and public servants to
commit themselves to an opinion. In fact, I believe it was impossible
to do the subject justice in the time available and that a display
should have been mounted to explain the wide variety of ecosystems and
how they function and are used in Australia's arid zone. But more
important, it reflected our lack of certainty on several basic issues.
I found it humbling to admit that we couldn't define overgrazing,
damage to soil, ecosystem degradation, etc. etc.
We all think we
know but if challenged in a court of law we would collapse like a
house of cards. Bob Lange spoke with passion on the lack of "land
care" principles and procedures to enforce them in the new South
Australian Pastoral Act. He received the greatest applause of all the
speakers. Nothing that came afterwards inspired me to believe that
"land care" principles prepared by rangeland scientists would survive
a spirited attack by a legal-eagle.
An encouraging sign, however, was that none of the scientists
present retired behind the "we need more research" smokescreen. In
the workshop periods that were so much more successful than the formal
papers, there was a notable willingness to draw working conclusions
from available knowledge and to continue to work to refine those
conclusions as they were utilised and found wanting.
There was only minor disagreement that the mining industry was
insignificant in its impact on the arid zone environment. Mining was
seen to have an intensely destructive effect on small areas but this
does not compare with the widespread chronic effect of the pastoral
industry that becomes acute where livestock congregate or on particularly
easily damaged areas such as steep slopes. Only in its construction
of tracks and seismic lines was the mining industry thought to spread
its influence wide, and promote the 4WD specialists who follow them.
Thus the pastoral industry was acknowledged to be the decisive
factor in the conservation of the vast majority of our arid zone
resource. Workshops established a clear need for the equivalent of an
E.I.S. for the continued pastoral use of each bio-climatic zone where
the soils, vegetation, climate and topography had a usefully uniform
character. Such studies were seen to lead to management guidelines
that would be constantly modified according to the results of machinery
set up to monitor the effects of management. One wonders whether the
A.C.F. will succeed in this worthy aim where others have failed.
The lack of such formal monitoring was highlighted by Dick Condon's
affirmation that the condition of pastoral land was now improving
after many years of degradation. This did not receive widespread
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support at the conference. Is it that pastoral land merely looks
battered during drought times or is it really damaged by the continued
grazing until the dead plants are eaten and trampled leaving the soil
exposed and the shrubs are torn or bulldozed? We do not seem to be
able to prove or disprove Dick Condon's thesis. Personally I am sure
he is correct for some parts of the arid zone, but is the improvement
significant, is it as rapid as it could be and why are other areas
still degrading? The conference did not suggest we had the answers.
The conference did take due notice of the importance of the
economic status of graziers in the equation, also the variety of ways
that conservation could be achieved, ranging from reserves for genetic
material to multiple use areas, were ably identified by Earl Saxon and
Mike Bolton. These two aspects were a refreshing change from the
usual dreary soul searchings about "range condition".
Now the talking has stopped let us try to get behind the A.C.F.
to institute some action.

COMMENTS ON FOCUS ON ARID LANDS CONFERENCE
Bruce Alchin
Western Lands Commission
of New South Wales
The recent Focus on Arid Land Conference at Broken Hill was the
first national conservation movement orientated conference on the arid
zone. The presentations and discussions were very interesting and at
times drew direct confrontation of viewpoints.
I considered it unfortunate that the Australian Conservation
Foundation prefaced their brochure with the statement "many years of
pastoral abuse of the arid lands has left a legacy of damage and
continuing degradation". The most common misconception of arid land
condition comes from brief observation at widely spaced time intervals.
Seasonal effects have such a major impact on the observer that it can
easily override the actual condition status of the site. The papers
presented on range condition and degradation indicated the wide
variability in types of rangelands in Australia as well as the great
variation of condition within each type. It was acknowledged that
serious degradation had occurred on some sites - some areas had reclaimed
under better management while other were unresponsive. Also, it was
generally recognised that most of the degradation had occurred in the
early settlement period. To speak of "pastoral abuse" and "continuing
degradation" as general statements on arid lands is an indictment on
the majority of graziers who have managed their properties in a manner
that has maintained or improved their condition, and is the result of
a preconceived idea based on casual observation.
Although the conference was successful in dissemination of information and developing personal contacts it may have been a great deal
more successful in building a co-operative approach between all involved
if the concept of widespread "pastoral abuse" had not been presented
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so strongly by the conservation movement representatives. This resulted
in graziers and others who work in the arid zone having to spend much
of the conference time in defending their position rather than being
able to present the situation from a more objective approach.
The common aim of all involved in arid lands is to ensure the
stability and continued productivity of the arid lands for whatever
purpose the particular area may be designated. There needs to be a
tolerant approach where each individual or group can accept the
integrity of the perspective of others, even if this does not result
in agreement. However, the most important step towards this may be
the dropping of preconceived and misplaced ideas e.g. for graziers not all conservationists are "red hot greenies" that have no understanding of economic and productive use of land; for conservationists not all graziers are exploiters that allow their land to be degraded
to bed-rock.
I believe that a balanced approach can meet the genuine needs of
landscape stability for production, preservation of areas for conservation,
recreational purposes, etc. It would be hoped that future conferences,
etc. covering such a broad spectrum of interest as the Focus on Arid
Lands Conference, can be a gathering in spirit of co-operation rather
than confrontation.

SCRUB INVASION IN RELATION TO CONSERVATION, EROSION AND LANDSCAPE
Bruce Alchin
Western Lands Commission
of New South Wales
At the Focus on Arid Lands Conference at Broken Hill in May, many
conservationists expressed the viewpoint that scrub invasion may be a
valuable development in terms of general conservation, soil conservation
and aesthetics. I would question the validity of that on the following
basis:
Conservation
Scrub invasion is a phenomenon that has occurred since settlement.
The aim of most conservation programmes is to retain areas in as
natural a condition as possible. Scrub invasion has developed for
various reasons and represents a significant change in terms of the
natural status of the environment.
Erosion
Many conservationists expressed the viewpoint that the "shrubs
hold the soil together". However, the encroachment of shrubs usually
occurs gradually, and as it develops, the stands reduce the protective
ground vegetation cover and predispose the bare soil to erosion. The
morphology of the shrub increases wind turbulence, resulting in increased
soil movement. Individual shrubs reproduce to become small clumps.
These clumps eventially coalesce to give the appearance of a moving
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front - similar to the phenomenon of desertification. Eventually the
shrubs may develop to a density where ground wind speed is reduced.
However, by that state serious wind erosion has occurred during the
period from inital encroachment to coalescence of small clumps. The
removal of ground vegetation by competition from dense clumps of
shrubs can also predispose sloping areas to water erosion.
Landscape
On the conservation principle noted above I would consider that
an area that is as close to its natural condition as possible is
generally accepted as being more aesthetically pleasing than any area
that has changed significantly.
I would be interested to hear of the viewpoints of others on the
subject.

